Why choose Security Management
Resources® for your security
leadership needs?

• Personalized services with global reach…
SMR is the only full-service security recruiter with
wholly owned offices in strategic global locations.

®

Security Management Resources specializes in

Our team recruits on an international level to ensure

the recruitment of exceptional security executives and

just the right hire for your specialized needs.

leaders for our clients. Since 1997, thousands of successful
recruitments in over 60 countries demonstrates how our
unmatched experience and international scope set us apart.

• Combining unparalleled security expertise…
SMR’s team brings decades of real-world, executivelevel security experience to the table. As a strategic

Security Management Resources® offers your organization
a team of experts with worldwide experience in the security
and human resources fields. Put this experience to work
for you, and let us help build or enhance your organization’s
security risk related functions today.

partner, we understand the challenges with planning,
designing and leading security programs across
diverse industries.
• …with extensive human resources know-how.
The career-long conversation SMR has with our
candidates means we have unique and powerful
relationships with the security risk management
professionals most qualified for your requirements.

www.smrgroup.com

hello@smrgroup.com / www.smrgroup.com

Explore SMR’s services that help
elevate your organization’s security
expertise to the next level.
Executive & Professional Recruitment
Where can you find exactly the right person for that specific
security position? SMR’s consultants design and implement
an effective search plan to secure the best possible
candidates worldwide.

Unique Capabilities, Exclusive Services
A full service security recruitment company,
Security Management Resources® serves as a
trusted partner when you design, expand or refine
security risk related functions in your organization
and want to ensure you have the right strategy and

Organizational Alignment
How does the structure of your security organization measure
up both internally and in comparison to other corporations?
SMR’s team reviews your assets in comparison to your goals
and helps you structure successful plans for future challenges.
Talent & Market Mapping
Thinking about succession planning or expansion in security
staffing and want to know what talent will be available when
the time is right? SMR’s unique relationships within the
security community mean we effectively identify key individuals
who can play pivotal roles as your plan evolves. We ensure
you’re ready no matter what the challenge.

the right people to achieve success.

SMR’s expert team finds the best
security leaders and professionals for
your organization, and our full-service

Transition Coaching & Mentorship
How can you ensure a good first impression and smooth transition
for your new security leaders? SMR structures programs that
help guide and mentor your just-acquired or promoted
executives as they step into their new roles and responsibilities.

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES

approach offers you the benefit of
our worldwide experience.
Contact us today to learn more.
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